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Abstract 
 

This paper presents initial findings from an analysis of a newly constructed panel database of 
Imperial Russian industrial corporations’ balance sheets.  These data represent a unique 
opportunity to explore the dynamics of corporate finance during the early stages of industrial 
growth. We document large differences across industries, over time, over firms’ life cycles, and 
between two Russian corporation types. Russian corporations’ profits and dividend payouts 
followed the Russian business cycle, and firm entry and exit patterns suggest that these 
corporations followed typical corporate life cycles and participated in competitive markets. Panel 
regressions with firm fixed effects suggest that corporations financed property purchases and 
enhanced profits through equity and credit financing, though equity’s effect is stronger. Our 
results motivate a continued examination of historical Russian corporate governance, finance, 
and performance. 
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I: Introduction 

 The corporate form of enterprise is often associated with the takeoff to modern economic 

growth (Birdzell and Rosenberg, 1986; Kuran, 2003). The theoretical literature emphasizes the 

corporation’s role in pooling capital, the tying of assets to a specific purpose, the shielding of 

owners’ assets from firm creditors through limited liability, and the perpetuation of economic 

activities beyond the lifespan of any one individual. As the scale and complexity of economic 

activity increased over the long nineteenth century, so the argument goes, the benefits of this 

organizational form increased, leading to faster economic growth in those societies with more 

robust corporate law (Chandler, 1977).   

 However, some recent studies have called the benefits of the corporation into question, 

arguing that other contractual forms of enterprise played a greater role in fostering industrial 

development in Germany, France, and the United Kingdom (Guinnane et al., 2007). In particular, 

this literature has noted the apparent success of other organizational forms – single 

proprietorships, closed partnerships, partnerships with tradable shares, etc. – in obtaining low-

cost financing to fund expansion. Unfortunately, quantitative evidence to evaluate the 

importance of the corporation for enabling growth and development is scarce. In this paper, we 

examine new empirical evidence on the financial strategies, declared profitability, and dividend 

payouts of corporations in the early stages of industrialization in late-Imperial Russia, perhaps 

the quintessential developing economy of the long nineteenth century. We undertake a 

preliminary analysis of a newly developed panel dataset of firm characteristics and financial 

balance sheet information for all chartered non-financial corporations in the Empire between 

1899 and 1914. We compile these data from official publications of the Ministry of Finance and 

from the RUSCORP dataset (Owen, 1992). These data present a unique opportunity to explore 
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the dynamics of corporate finance during the early stages of industrial growth, thereby shedding 

light on the mechanisms potentially linking organizational form and economic outcomes.  

 Leading industrial economies reduced barriers to forming corporations over the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. However, Imperial Russia (like many developing 

countries today) retained a costly system of incorporation, whereby each application was 

potentially subject to intense and heterogeneous scrutiny by Ministry of Finance officials. Owen 

(2002) and others have argued that these constraints on forming corporations significantly 

impeded late-Imperial Russian economic growth, as the corporate form may have offered 

significant financial advantages in adopting modern capital-intensive production technologies. 

The recent work of Gregg (2016) finds a causal relationship between incorporation and firm 

growth. What is missing from her earlier analysis, and from much of the literature on the 

corporation, is an account of how this growth was financed. Thus, we turn to new balance sheet 

information to understand the channels through which Russian corporations grew in this period.  

 The costly chartering process limited the number of corporations in Imperial Russia 

relative to countries with more open incorporation processes (Hannah, 2013).3 This chartering 

process, however, also resulted in firm-specific differences in activities, governance, and 

managerial characteristics that allow the researcher to document the factors leading to different 

financial strategies. Elsewhere (Gregg and Nafziger, 2016), we note that incorporated firms 

showed considerable flexibility with respect to capital structure (i.e. debt vs. equity) and 

dividend payout decisions, with divergent strategies pursued by corporations in different sectors 

and by those operating under different de facto legal structures. However, that paper utilized a 

single cross-section of balance sheet data, which limited causal inference.  

                                                
3 In 1910, there were 10 corporations for every million people in Russia. In contrast, the United States had 2,913, 
France had 306, and Germany had 403 (Hannah, 2013, p. 558). 
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 In this paper, we first present our new database and document broad patterns in balance 

sheet characteristics across different types of corporations.  We find considerable heterogeneity 

across corporations by industry and over time, and we show that profits and dividend payouts 

followed the Russian business cycle. Next, we turn to a series of exercises intended to shed light 

on the factors driving variation in profitability, financial and payout strategies. We first examine 

the relative importance of equity and credit in determining firms’ profits, property ownership, 

and dividends. Simple panel regressions with firm fixed effects suggest that corporations 

financed property purchases and enhanced profits through equity and credit financing, though 

equity’s effect is stronger. We then examine firm entry and exit patterns and find that these 

corporations followed typical corporate life cycles (as typically asserted for modern market 

economies) in terms of size and net profitability. Finally, we establish additional results that 

motivate further examination of Imperial Russian corporate governance, finance, and 

performance: we find that observable balance sheet variables alone predict dividends poorly, and 

we find no difference in profits between corporation types. 

 Therefore, the current paper is preliminary in several senses. At this initial stage, we are 

primarily concerned with documenting the newly built dataset and providing an initial set of 

summary statistics, partly as checks on internal validity of the data.4  The econometric work 

presented in this draft is largely meant to frame possible directions for future research, while 

highlighting some potential difficulties with the use of these published corporate balance sheet 

data.5 Despite these caveats, our early findings do suggest that late Imperial corporations were 

                                                
4 Going further, we will investigate whether changes in capital structure within different types of corporations had 
implications for profitability and dividend issuance, while controlling for individual corporation characteristics with 
fixed effects. Finally, as we observe balance sheet information for existing firms and new entrants at different points 
in the Russian business cycle, we can make inferences regarding the importance of the corporate form for accessing 
different sources of financing under variable economic conditions. 
5 Not only are our regressions meant to be descriptive rather than causal, but they explore only contemporaneous 
relationships and include no lag structure. We discuss this further below. Currently, we view the empirical work in 
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relatively flexible in adjusting their financing strategies in ways suggested by the modern 

literature on firm financing in developing economies. This is consistent with an optimistic 

interpretation of the role (actual and potential) played by corporations in early Russian industrial 

development.  

 
II: The Context: Corporations, the Economy, and the Financial System in Imperial Russia6 
 

We focus on the Russian economy between the late 1890s and World War I. According 

to the national income accounts and business cycle research of Gregory (1982) and Owen 

(2013), over this period the Russian economy experienced an early boom, followed by a slide 

into a downturn (bottoming out in 1901), a recovery to 1905, a massive contraction following the 

1905 Revolution, and a slow, erratic recovering leading to the First World War (see Figure 1, 

Panel A). While per capita income subsequently changed little over the period, and the economy 

remained largely agrarian, this period did see a critical early stage of growth in Russia’s 

industrial sector (Kafengauz, 1994). A long line of scholarship interprets this early Russian 

industrial development as a consequence of various state initiatives in the economy (Gatrell, 

1986; Gerschenkron, 1965; Von Laue, 1965).7 The Witte System, a collection of policies 

designed to encourage industrialization and overall economic development, included a tariff 

regime, the formal adoption of the gold standard in 1897, and investment guarantees for 

railroads. These were followed by the abolition of communal property restrictions after 1905, 

increased public investment in schooling, and rising government demand for military-related 

products.  

                                                                                                                                                       
this draft as the raw material for a number of distinct papers tackling accounting issues; the determinants of capital 
structure, profitability, and payout policies; and the dynamics of corporate entry and exit.   
6 This section is based on Gregg and Nafziger (2016). 
7 Some authors question whether there really was much impact from these state initiatives (in terms of replacing the 
otherwise absent “pre-requisites” for industrial modernization, as Gerschenkron argued) over this period (e.g. Allen, 
2003; Kahan, 1989). 
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At the same time, Owen (2002) and other have argued how the absence of general 

incorporation constrained firm expansion and output growth in this period. Identifying the extent 

to which that was true requires a clearer understanding of the financial strategies pursued by 

corporations, as they constituted central elements of the modernizing sub-sectors of Russian 

industry at that time (Kulikov and Kragh, 2016). Before presenting our new dataset, we 

introduce particulars of the Russian legal and financial setting that motivate our subsequent 

empirical work.  

 

II.1: The Corporation in Imperial Russia 

Imperial Russia failed to introduce either general incorporation or a private (non-

corporate) business form that offered complete limited liability (e.g. the PLLC, as defined by 

Guinnane et al. 2007). Rather, the process of charter application and approval generated 

considerable variation in corporate structures and governance.8 Although the Ministry of Finance 

provided some standardizing guidelines, the bargaining and idiosyncrasies of the approval 

process, perhaps involving bribery, meant that the details and overall coverage of the charters 

differed between otherwise similar firms. Furthermore, when corporations wished to change 

elements of their charter, such as their system of governance or capitalization level, they had to 

return to the Ministry and obtain a formal revision. Initial chartering and re-chartering were 

certainly costly processes, which likely limited the appeal of incorporation to many types of 

Russian firms (Gregg 2015a). However, the evident variation in corporate form does allow us to 

begin exploring the implications of different structures for the financing of Russian firms (Gregg 

and Nafziger, 2016). 

                                                
8 This impression stems from reading of a number of charters. Our larger project explores corporate charters more 
systematically, which will allow us to compare Russian charters’ flexibility (and the implications for corporate 
control rights) with British and other cases, including those discussed in Guinnane et al. (2014). 
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Chartered corporations in Imperial Russia divided themselves into two types that were 

indicative of underlying variation in organizational characteristics. When submitting their initial 

charters, the vast majority of corporations defined themselves as either A-corporations or share 

partnerships. Although the commercial code did not formally distinguish the two variants, these 

identifications allowed corporations to signal the nature of their enterprise (and, roughly, the 

content of their charters) to investors.9 New enterprises that sought outside financing from wider 

circles of investors tended to refer to themselves as A-corporations, while existing partnerships 

that incorporated (perhaps to add a small number of new investors) tended to choose the share 

partnership label.10 For the current paper, we focus on these two broad classes of corporations as 

a proxy for underlying governance characteristics, but in our larger research project, we are 

coding specific governance, ownership, and managerial characteristics of all corporations active 

in the period. 

 

II.II: The Imperial Russian Financial System 

Given its level of economic development, it is not surprising that Imperial Russia is 

commonly viewed as possessing weak financial markets and institutions. According to Rajan and 

Zingales (2003), Russia had very low bank deposits-to-GDP and stock market capitalization-to-

GDP ratios in 1913.11 In practice, Russian companies could rely on (possibly expensive) external 

domestic financing through a nascent state-supported commercial banking sector or via thin but 

                                                
9 Share partnerships, though still Russian corporations formed under the concession system, possessed many 
characteristics of private limited liability companies, including small circles of investors and reliance on internal 
financing. Rozenberg’s (1912, p. 42) pamphlet on Russia’s absence of limited liability partnerships complained that 
the partnership was a “not a legal, but merely a practical form.” 
10 Owen (1991), pp. 12-13 and 152. 
11 The Russian savings + commercial deposits to GDP ratio was 0.21 (sample mean = 0.38), and the stock market 
capitalization to GDP ratio was 0.18 (sample mean = 0.57). Russia's deposit ratio did exceed Japan’s, Spain’s, and 
the UK's, although this likely reflected the role of government deposits in the banking system. Russia's stock market 
development ratio was on par with that of Argentina, Italy, and Norway, although an order of magnitude below that 
of France (0.78) and the UK (1.09).  
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growing securities markets. The most successful Russian firms often turned to Western European 

capital markets and banks, particularly in France.12  

The first Russian joint-stock bank was established in 1864, but commercial banks began 

to extend significant financing for industrial enterprises only in the last decades of the Imperial 

era.13 These banks provided industrial firms with payment and discounting services, and with 

special drawing accounts (onkoli) backed by corporate, mortgage, and state securities.14 The 

State Bank and affiliated entities provided loans and discounted bills of exchange for industrial 

firms through the State Bank’s provincial branches, local treasury offices, and funds deposited at 

private banks. Municipal banks, credit societies, and other savings institutions played a very 

limited role in industrial finance. 

The Russian bond market was dominated by government and land-related securities, 

including state-backed railroad debt, notes issued by land banks, and the mortgage-like bonds 

that financed serf emancipation. However, commercial banks facilitated the placement of 

corporate debt through special accounts, where the banks held bonds on their books and issued 

corresponding shares in the associated accounts to the public (Crisp 1976, pp. 144-146). From 

the mid-1890s, state banking institutions increased deposits in joint-stock banks that were active 

in this manner, thus fostering an implicit guarantee for the associated securities.15 

                                                
12 See Crisp (1976) and McKay (1970). 
13 Between 1875 and 1914, the assets of the commercial credit system (which included the State Bank, joint stock 
banks, mutual credit societies, and municipal banks) increased from 900 to 7200 million rubles (roughly 17.5 to 
35% of national income), with most of the growth coming after 1900 (Crisp 1976, Table 5.4; and Gregory 1982). 
Over much of the post-reform period, agricultural mortgage credit was a central activity of much of the banking 
system. By 1914, land mortgage bonds comprised roughly a quarter of the value of all Russian securities (Crisp 
1976, p. 133). 
14 Crisp (1976, Chp. 5) documents the connections between banking and Russian industrialization. Anan’ich (1996) 
describes state reforms and the development of commercial banking. While direct evidence is lacking, it does seem 
like these commercial banks helped underwrite the issuance of securities by corporations. See below. 
15 The expansion of private commercial banking was furthered by credit provided by the State Bank, rising from 287 
million to over 4.5 billion rubles between 1895 and 1913 (Kahan,1989, pp. 56-60). 
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The resulting rise of Russian debt markets paralleled the growth in the trade of corporate 

equities, either over-the-counter or on exchanges in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, Warsaw, 

Riga, Khar'kov, and Odessa.16 The domestic market for corporate shares appears to have been 

well-integrated by the last decades of the Tsarist era (Borodkin and Konovalova 2010, pp. 50-

53). The period from 1861 to 1914 saw steady growth in the total market capitalization of firms 

whose shares were traded on domestic exchanges.17 Similarly to debt securities, the commercial 

banking sector appears to have held a considerable share of these corporate equities. 

Thus, Russian non-financial corporations could raise funds for expansion or operations 

through retained profits, direct loans (often in the form of short-term drawing accounts), the 

issuance of debt securities, or the selling of new equity. While we have little evidence on how 

expensive these different sources of financing really were (or, alternatively, how financially 

constrained firms were in practice), our panel balance sheet data make it possible to document 

how capital structure and payout policies varied across different types of corporations and over 

different phases of the business cycle. This is a critical first step in evaluating precisely how the 

corporate form might have mattered for financing investment in the early stages of industrial 

development.  

 

II.IV: Reporting Requirements and the Corporate Income Tax 

 The Russian commercial code required corporations to submit reports of accounts to their 

shareholders and to the public on a regular basis. Corporations reported public accounts in 
                                                
16 Roughly 400 corporate shares were traded by the end of 1913 in six main exchanges in the Empire (the list above 
minus Kiev – see Borodkin and Konovalova 2010, Tables 2 and 5). On the development of stock and bond markets 
in Imperial Russia, see Papp (2001) and Lizunov (2004). 
17 By 1914, share capital of listed firms comprised roughly 20 percent of the 21-billion-ruble total capitalization of 
the Russian exchanges, while government and guaranteed securities were the majority of the rest (Gatrell 1986, 
Table 6.4). The resulting total market capitalization was comparable to national income at that time. Ol' estimates 
that foreign entities owned 43% of the stock in Russian companies and credit institutions in 1914, although McKay 
argues that this is probably an overstatement (Ol' 1983, p. 256; McKay, 1970, p. 31).  
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commercial newspapers, including the Vestnik finansov i torgovli, an official commercial 

periodical.  The Ministry of Finance collected the balance sheets reported in the Vestnik and 

summarized them in tabular form in the Ministry’s Yearbooks. This last source provides the 

basis for our dataset. 

 Did Imperial Russian corporations report balance sheet information truthfully? This is a 

critical issue that we have only just begun to consider. One concern is whether firm financial 

reporting was possibly affected by corporate income tax policies. Beginning in 1885, Russian 

corporations were subject to a proportional tax on net profits as reported in public accounts, 

which likely induced corporations to report incomes strategically (Bowman, 1993). A reform in 

1898 introduced a 0.15% tax on nominal share capital and a progressive taxation scheme based 

on net profits as a proportion of share capital: firms whose profits represented a greater 

proportion of share capital faced higher tax rates. A further reform in 1906 increased the tax on 

share capital to 0.2%, raised overall tax rates, and added an additional tax on “excess” profits. 

However, Russian tax law provided only vague definitions for taxable net profits, allowed a 

multitude of deductions, and, as far as we know, mandated no regular auditing process for 

corporations.18 Altogether, we believe that Russian firms likely altered their reporting behavior 

to avoid taxation, and we are particularly concerned about distortions in stated net profits. Thus, 

all of our current results involving net profits should be interpreted cautiously. 

 
 
III: Data: The Balance Sheets and Constructing the Panel 
 
 This paper considers a panel of newly compiled balance sheet data on all Imperial 

Russian non-financial corporations active from 1899 onwards.19 We collect data for individual 

                                                
18 See Bowman (1993, p. 264) for a discussion of issues related to the definition of net profits. 
19 Corporate commercial banks’ balance sheets were reported separately; we have not yet compiled this information.   
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corporations as reported in the Ministry of Finance Yearbooks published from 1900 through 

1915.  Then, we match companies over time to form a panel and match companies to the 

RUSCORP database to gather the limited corporate charter information included in that source.  

 As we noted above, the Ministry of Finance compiled the balance sheet information 

appearing in their yearbooks from the official commercial periodical Vestnik finansov i 

torgovli,20 where corporations published their balance sheets, as required by the commercial code 

and by their individual charters. Figure 2 presents an example of an entry for the Martens and 

Daab Partnership for the 1901 accounting year (published in the 1902 Yearbook).  Panel A of 

Figure 2 shows that Martens and Daab had 63,853 rubles in the credit column of their balance 

sheet, which is the number reported in the “Creditors” column of the Ministry of Finance balance 

sheet in Panels B and C.21 

 Russian balance sheets were divided into “active” and “passive” sections, which roughly 

correspond to modern definitions of assets and liabilities. The active columns included property, 

materials, debits, other items, and loss; the passive columns included share capital, reserves, 

amortization, other capital, and creditors. Up to the 1909 data, the balance sheets also reported 

total revenue and total expenditure. When the difference between revenues and expenditures was 

positive, it was reported as Net Profit, because this account could then be used for paying 

dividends. After 1909, balance sheets ceased to report total revenues and expenditures and 

instead only reported measures of profit, either the difference between assets and liabilities 

(“balance profit”) or profits to be used for dividends (“profits for distribution”).   

 We construct our panel database from balance sheet information published in the 

Ministry of Finance Yearbooks in 1900-1915. These volumes provide apparently complete data 

                                                
20 Вестник финансов и торговли. Отчеты торговых и промышленных предприятий 
21 Gregg and Nafziger (2016) discuss the basics of accounting in published Russian balance sheet data of the period.  
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from the accounting years 1899-1914, with some observations from earlier years.22 Matching 

corporations over time yielded a small number of duplicate observations, which we reconcile as 

follows. First, we noted several instances of separate balance sheet entries for subdivisions of a 

company’s activities; for example, balance sheet information for the company’s factory in 

Moscow. Such observations begin with the words “Same for…” (Tozhe).  For this draft, we have 

dropped these subsidiary observations, because it appears that the information for the subsidiary 

is included in the total balance for the whole company.  

 Second, some companies’ balance sheets for a given accounting year are reported in two 

or more different published volumes. Usually, the entries across volumes are identical, but in 

some cases there are small differences, and only one published volume may include certain 

entries. We believe that repeated reporting of balance sheets for the same accounting year 

represent revisions and corrections. Thus, when a company’s accounts for the same accounting 

year are reported in two or more published volumes, we take the latest observation.  

 Third, some companies are reported several times within the same published volume 

across multiple industries, with identical balance sheet numbers reported in each repeated entry. 

In such cases, we consolidate the information into one single entry for what appears to be the 

primary industry and then drop the other observations. For companies reported in different 

industries with totally different balance sheet entries that have been assigned the same firm 

identifier, we generate a new unique firm id for each one.  There are very few corporations (less 

than 1% of the total sample) that fit this category.  

 Finally, over the sample period, reporting of some balance sheet items changed, 

especially as the data transitioned to the 1910 volume. Most relevant to our analysis, in 1910, the 

                                                
22 “Apparently” here means that we have yet to comprehensively investigate which active corporations might be 
missing from our balance sheet data. Our sense is that the number is small, although see our discussion of the 1905 
data below. 
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Ministry of Finance ceased to report net profits and reported instead balance profits (1910 and 

onwards) and profits for distribution (1911 and onwards). We believe that profits for distribution 

mostly closely resembles the previous definition of net profit, so our preferred net profit measure 

over the whole panel uses balance profits in 1910 and profits for distribution from 1911 onwards. 

Because the definition changes slightly, we are careful to include year controls.23 

 

IV: Results 

 This section presents a preliminary analysis of the dataset based on the Imperial Russian 

balance sheet information for the period 1899-1914.  We first consider how corporate profits, 

dividends, and other balance sheet entries varied by industry and over time. We then focus on 

examining differences across entering, persisting, and exiting corporations, and between the two 

main forms of corporations as noted above. These are not meant to be exhaustive exercises 

aimed at testing a specific set of hypotheses. At this stage, we are more interested in exploring 

the internal consistency of the data, checking whether some simple priors seem to hold, and 

broadly investigating whether Russian corporate strategies were consistent with modern ideas of 

corporate finance. Indeed, each of these exercises may best be viewed as preliminary steps 

towards fuller analyses undertaken in separate papers.  

 

IV.I: The Structure of the Balance Sheet Dataset 

 In its entirety, our dataset describes 2,868 unique corporations observed in at least one 

year. From 1700 to 1915, the Russian Ministry of Finance granted charters to only 4,542 

corporations, of which 345 were finance corporations and hence not covered by our current 

                                                
23 We are currently exploring qualitative evidence – including contemporary guidebooks – on Imperial accounting 
practices to better understand the specific categories in our dataset, how they changed over time, and how tax and 
regulatory policies may have affected them.  
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database.24 Thus, our dataset covers almost 60% of the total non-financial corporations 

established in Imperial Russia. 

 Table 1 presents an overview of the dataset by industry and accounting year. Our data 

includes 19,773 balance sheet observations. Textiles, foods, and metals represent the largest 

industrial categories (Panel B). Gregg’s (2016) work on incorporation explains this pattern, 

noting that both textiles and metals were capital-intensive industries with high incorporation 

rates relative to the size of the industries. Moreover, Imperial Russia possessed a large foods 

industry, in terms of both incorporated and non-incorporated enterprises, so it is not surprising 

that such a large number of our balance sheet observations document food enterprises. Mining, 

which was also capital-intensive, is well represented in the database as well. Finally, Panel C 

shows that the implied annual number of corporations in our database was relatively stable 

except for some reporting of earlier accounting years in the 1900 Ministry of Finance Yearbook. 

The smallest number of corporations reporting balance sheets between accounting years 1899 

and 1914 was 278, and the maximum was 1,712.  Only 278 firms reported accounts for the year 

1905, most likely because of disruptions caused by the 1905 Revolution, Russo-Japanese War, 

and general social unrest. We control for year effects in our regression work to (partly) address 

this disparity, although we are aware that this does not fully address the selection issues that 

might arise in reporting (or not reporting) financial data in a given year.  

 The breakdown of the accounting years featured in each Ministry of Finance Yearbook is 

reported in Table 2. Most of the accounting years before 1899 appear in the 1900 Ministry of 

Finance Yearbook. In each subsequent Yearbook, most observations cover the preceding 

accounting year, though a small number report two or more previous accounting years. 

                                                
24 Thus, it does seem like we are capturing practically all corporations, which is unsurprising given reporting 
requirements at the time. In future work with the original charters, we will be able to better establish exactly which 
corporations did not produce published balance sheets. 
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IV.II: A Closer Look at the Balance Sheet Data  

 Table 3 provides a breakdown of the major items included in the published Imperial 

Russian corporate balance sheets. We scale each variable relative to a corporation’s current share 

capital, which serves as our main (financial) measure of firm size. Overall, the diversity of 

components on the corporate balance sheets is indicative of the breadth of financing options 

available in Imperial Russia. Recall that Russian balance sheets were divided into “active” 

(assets) and “passive” (liabilities) sections, where active items included property, materials, 

debits, other items, and losses; and passive items included share capital, reserves, amortization, 

other capital, and creditors. Relative to share capital and excluding total balance, the largest 

items were property, other capital, and debits as measured by the mean or the median. Other 

large items included materials and credit. Every balance sheet item has a right-skewed 

distribution, with the presence of some extreme large values.  Aside from these descriptive 

statistics for all years of data on each item, we are interested the evident cross-sectional and 

temporal variation across firms.  

 How did Russian corporate financial strategies differ across industries and over time? 

Our data include corporations in activities ranging from retail trade to metals and mining with 

very different capital requirements, market structures, and demand patterns. As such, we expect 

to find substantial differences across industries, controlling, in essence, for underlying 

differences in firm size. Tables 4 and 5 present summary statistics of profit/capital ratios and 

dividend/profit ratios by industry and by accounting year.25 Subject to our caveats about the 

accuracy of reporting, these tables indicate how profitable enterprises were (relative to the 

                                                
25 In this draft, we examine these two particular variables in depth due to their possible close connections to larger 
concerns of industrial growth, market structure, and corporate governance issues. Future work will explore a larger 
set of capital structure and payout policy variables.  
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enterprise’s size) and how much (net) profit these enterprises paid out as dividends, as a 

proportion of those profits. Again, we are particularly mindful of skew when examining these 

summary statistics: there are some very large outliers on the right-hand side.   

 Firms in the chemicals, foods, transportation, textiles, and paper industries enjoyed the 

largest reported mean profits relative to share capital (a similar pattern holds if one examines the 

median). While differences in market power or reporting incentives across industries might be an 

explanation, foods, paper, and chemicals establishments may have been small overall: small 

denominators may have driven these industries’ high profit to capital ratios. Different patterns 

hold for dividend/profit ratios, which were characterized by much greater variation within 

industries.26 The metals, mining, and municipal service industries had the highest mean dividend 

profit ratios, though a few firms whose dividend percentages were greater than one skew these 

ratios.27   

 To verify the data’s consistency with what is known about the Imperial economy in this 

period, we examine whether the database tracks the Russian business cycle. Both the 

profit/capital ratio and the dividend/profit ratio seem to decline from 1899 to 1902 and then 

increase slowly or level off.  Both series then demonstrate a bit of instability in the wake of the 

1905 crisis before subsiding back towards earlier levels by the war. These patterns indeed 

correspond to the business cycle movements described in Section II: the Russian economy 

experienced a downturn beginning in 1899, recovered slowly after 1901, experienced a major 

decline after the 1905 Revolution, and then saw a period of slow recovery to the war. Though the 

                                                
26 Dividend payout were not a deductible expense in reporting taxable profits. Under the 1885 law, depreciation, 
debt principal payments, and maintenance of non-productive assets held by firm owners were also not deductible. 
On the other hand, debt interest, salaries and bonuses, capital repairs and rental rates, and “welfare” expenses on 
workers were deductible. The latter was often seen as a way to hide profits at the time (Bowman, 1993, p. 268) 
27 These observations are suspicious, but we have transcribed them correctly.  The original source document may 
contain an error. Municipal services may have been more likely to hold guaranteed dividend clauses in their 
charters, something we will eventually be able to document. 
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dividend/profit ratio fluctuates after the 1905/1906 downturn, the profit/capital ratio closely 

follows the overall business cycle (See also Figure 1 Panel B, which graphs the profit/capital 

ratio over time). The business cycle provides some external confirmation that the data really do 

describe Russian companies’ underlying financial conditions and possible strategic responses 

and are not just reflections of tax evasion and avoidance.  

 

IV.III: Profitability, Property, and Dividend Ratios 
  
 This section presents a closer examination of three key items on corporate balance sheets: 

(reported) net profit, property (as a category of assets), and dividend ratios. How did Russian 

corporations become more profitable, accumulate or disinvest in property, and pay greater 

dividends to shareholders? We present a series of simple regression results as an initial attempt 

to understand the determinants of Russian corporate performance in the cross section and over 

time. In the regressions that we present, all balance sheet variables are presented in natural logs 

for ease of interpretation and because the log of each variable is approximately normally 

distributed, while the level is not.  

By no means do we claim to have causal interpretations for our findings in these or 

subsequent regressions. Moreover, in this draft we only focus on contemporary relationships 

among variables. Obviously, there might be lagged effects of, for instance, credit usage on 

subsequent profitability, and we are experimenting with various approaches to teasing out the 

appropriate temporal/causal structure. Therefore, we view these regressions as simply providing 

suggestive evidence on factors underpinning the financial decision-making of Russian 

corporations in this period.28 They also serve to indicate further research possibilities, 

                                                
28 Similarly, we continue to experiment with the exact functional form of these and other regressions to relate more 
closely to the methods utilized in similar studies. 
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particularly as we move towards leveraging corporate charter data and various policy reforms as 

possible sources of identification.  

 Table 6’s first three columns examine net corporate profits as reported in the Ministry of 

Finance’s Yearbooks. The 1900 to 1909 volumes reported net corporate profits as the difference 

between revenues and expenditures when that difference was positive (since net profits could be 

used to pay dividends). Thus these regressions examine those firms that made a positive profit in 

a given accounting year.29 In 1910, the Yearbook changed how it reported corporate profits and 

only reported “balance profit” (presumably, the difference between assets and liabilities), and 

from 1911 to 1915, the Yearbooks reported “balance profit” and “profits for distribution.” For 

the entire period, we measure net profits as net profit while reported, as balance profit in 1910, 

and as profits for distribution from 1911 to 1915. We prefer profits for distribution, because its 

interpretation is closest to the previously reported net profit, but balance profits and profits for 

distribution are highly correlated (See Figure 1).  

 Each column of Table 6 includes a control for the company’s size as measured by total 

share capital at that time: company size is a strong predictor of a company’s overall profitability, 

which likely just reflects the scale of operations (Column 1).30 Column 2 introduces province and 

industry controls (industry fixed effects), along with a contemporary measure of credit in order 

to examine one possible channel leading to higher profits. The amount of credit (accounts 

payable) a company has is strongly related to its overall net profit, even controlling for share 

capital (though the coefficient on share capital is much larger). This might simply reflect 

unobserved corporate “quality,” whereby unobservably “better” firms have preferential access to 

                                                
29 Later in the paper, when we examine entry and exit, we also consider the directly measured differences between 
revenues and expenditures, whether positive or negative (See Figure 4)  
30 Given the progressive system of corporate taxation on net profits over our period, there was surely greater 
incentive to underreport profits as firm size increased. This suggests a downward bias in our estimates of the “true” 
relationship between size and profitability.  
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external lending. Therefore, Column 3 estimates a fixed effects regression (with year controls) to 

account for such fixed characteristics of corporations. Using corporation fixed effects also means 

that we are examining the effects of a change in share capital, i.e. equity, as a means of 

“financing” profitability, asset accumulation, etc. We find that within a given corporation, 

increasing share capital by 100% (by issuing new stock) is associated with an increase of net 

profit by 45.3%, while greater use of external credit no longer has any significant relationship to 

profitability.  

  Share capital and credit have a similar relationship with a company’s total value of 

property (Columns 4 through 6). Unsurprisingly, larger companies, as measured by total amount 

of share capital, tend to have more property. However, the fixed effects regression presented in 

Column 6 suggests that companies financed property purchases through both share capital and 

credit, though share capital’s effect is stronger.   

 Columns 7 through 9 examine the dividend/profit ratios of Table 5.  These regressions do 

a relatively poor job explaining the variation in corporate dividend ratios. Given the strong 

relationship of share capital to profits, and since profit is already in the denominator of the left 

hand side variable, share capital has a small effect and is only statistically significant once we 

include year and industry controls. In all regressions, the R2 is exceedingly small (between 

approximately 0 and .051). The more credit a company had access to, however, the smaller 

dividend payments were relative to profits, though the coefficient loses statistical significance 

once we include corporation fixed effects (Column 9). As is consistent with a large literature in 

corporate finance, underlying unobserved corporate governance characteristics might impact 

both payouts and capital structure decisions.  
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In future stages of our project, we will examine how firms navigated the tradeoffs 

between retaining control rights in the hands of founders and accessing external finance. Key to 

doing this will be our efforts to better address the timing between governance, capital structure 

decisions, and profitability. We will supplement the RUSCORP database with information 

collected from individual corporate charters, including specific elements of the ownership and 

governance structures. This will allow us to better document the factors underlying both firm 

financing and dividend policies, particularly as they (co-)evolve over time.  

 
IV.IV: Entry, Exit, and Corporation Type 
 
 Our unbalanced panel of balance sheet data allows us to examine corporate entry and exit 

across firms of different types.  Comparing entrants to persisting firms provides insights into 

how firm finance changed over a corporation’s life cycle. Understanding the economic and 

financial characteristics of firms that subsequently left the market provides a benchmark for the 

Russian economy’s competitiveness across sectors.31 We expect, at the very least, that firms that 

exited performed significantly worse than their competitors prior to departing. Finally, we briefly 

examine differences between the two types of Russian corporations, where corporation type 

(selected at the moment of a corporation’s founding) serves as a proxy for underlying 

governance characteristics: A-corporations (firms that used the word “aktsiia” for share) tended 

to be more widely-held and dispersed, while share partnerships (corporations that used the word 

“pai”) tended to be closely-held, owner-managed firms. Again, we emphasize that the 

preliminary (and contemporaneous) regressions discussed here are meant to be descriptive rather 

than indicative of tight causal mechanisms.  

                                                
31 For the time being, we assume that leaving the underlying Ministry of Finance yearbook data is equivalent to exit 
in a microeconomic sense.   
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 After the 1900 publication year, 1,667 firms appear for the first time in a subsequent year, 

and before the 1915 publication year, 1,043 firms disappear from our data (Table 7, part a). 

Based on this, Russian corporations, then, had relatively high survival rates.32 The data shows a 

u-shaped pattern for entry over time, corresponding to the business cycle. The greatest amount of 

entry occurred in 1901 and 1914, in which 20.3 percent and 15.2 percent of all firms entered in 

that year. Exit rates throughout the period are much lower, except in the 1907 publication, which 

reflects the downturn experienced during the 1906 accounting year. This high survival rate is 

consistent with the relatively high rate of industrial growth in Russia at this time, and with the 

possibility of some implicit and explicit (and certainly endogenous) state support for those firms 

that incorporated.  

 How did new and exiting firms differ from their persisting peers? Figure 3 presents 

kernel density estimates of net profit, share capital, and net profit scaled by share capital. New 

entrants closely resembled their persisting peers; the distributions of share capital are almost 

identical. However, entrants were slightly less profitable: the distributions of net profit and profit 

divided by share capital are slightly shifted to the left. Firms at earlier stages in their life cycles 

may have still been consolidating their production processes and market positions – increasing 

investment, acquiring market share (vs. incumbents), etc. – and hence making less profit. The 

regressions in Table 7 (Part b) evaluate the size of the differences between entrants and 

persisting corporations. Controlling for year and industry, corporations in their first period of 

entry were more than sixty percent less profitable than the average persisting firms and still forty 

percent less profitable when a control for log share capital is introduced.  

                                                
32 We currently lack comparative data for this assertion, but this is our sense based on the entry/exit rates for modern 
industries.  
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 Similar large differences are apparent when we examine exiting firms, and the 

relationship between exit and performance is stronger, as measured by R2.  While exiting firms 

were approximately the same size as persisting firms (Figure 3) they were much less profitable, 

though scaling by share capital and controlling for industry and year reduces the magnitude of 

the differences.  Figure 4 shows even more dramatic differences between exiting and persisting 

firms. Here, we plot a kernel density estimate of total revenue minus total expenditures as 

reported on the 1900 to 1909 balance sheets. Unlike net profits, revenue minus expenditures can 

be negative, so we use the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation.33 Exiting firms were less 

likely to making a positive profit and were much more likely to make losses. Table 7 (Part b) 

examines exit in a regression framework and shows that, even controlling for firm size, industry, 

and accounting year, exiting corporations were 28.1% less profitable than firms that survived at 

least to the next year. Less profitable firms exited, which suggests that Russian corporations – 

likely the most state-supported and market-power holding firms in the Russian economy – faced 

at least somewhat competitive markets.  

 Our larger project concerns how variation in Russian corporate governance across firms 

induced differences in financial strategies and performance. In this paper, we use our two 

corporation types (an endogenous characteristic) as a proxy for corporations’ internal 

governance. Over our sample, the more widely held A-corporations (corporations that used the 

word “aktsiia”) represented about 42% of corporations. Table 8 presents a breakdown of 

corporation types by industry and by entry and exit. A-corporations were especially well 

represented in the chemicals, metals, mining, and transportation industries. These industries 

required large and risky capital investments, which were relatively easier to fund from a wider 

                                                
33 The inverse hyperbolic sine transformation is equal to log$(& + &( + 1). 
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pool of anonymous shareholders. Share partnerships, the other corporation type that we can 

currently identify, were well represented in textiles, trade, and foods.  Textile firms tended to be 

capital-intensive, but the industry’s historical roots at least in part explain the tendency to form 

share partnerships. Old Believer family firms in the Moscow region, a major textile center, 

tended to form share partnerships and rely on social networks for external financing (Owen 

1983, p.70).  

 Relative to their proportion in the entire sample, A-corporations were slightly over-

represented among entering and exiting firms. A-corporations were more likely to be new firms 

rather than existing partnerships that incorporated, so we observe A-corporations at an earlier 

(and perhaps more precarious) stage of a firm’s life cycle.  Share partnerships, by contrast, 

operated for years or even decades before choosing to incorporate to expand their business 

and/or ensure survival across generations.34 Share partnerships may have been positively 

selected, because even prior to incorporation, they were more likely to be subject to competitive 

pressure and enjoyed the benefits of learning by doing. 

 Table 9 confirms some of the same financial differences between corporation types that 

we have observed in our previous work using a cross-section of Russian financial data from 1914 

(Gregg and Nafziger 2016). A-corporations are larger overall in terms of share capital (Column 

1), but the credit portion of the balance sheet is smaller, even controlling for firm size, industry, 

and accounting year. However, even given these financial differences, neither corporation type 

outperforms the other (Columns 3 through 5). We believe that firms chose corporation types 

(and, likely, different underlying menus of corporate governance characteristics) according to 

                                                
34 Gregg (2016) examines selection into the corporate form and argues that existing firms that chose to incorporate 
did so to acquire scarce long-term capital and expand operations. Firms that chose to incorporate were positively 
selected in terms of labor productivity, and after incorporating, such firms added machine power and became even 
more productive.  
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their financial needs at the moment of founding, given their industry of operation and existing set 

of financing opportunities. Once we control for such differences, the two types perform equally 

well. Otherwise, perhaps, one corporation type would dominate the other, and the worse 

performing type should have exited the market completely. 

 
V: Conclusion 
 
 In this paper, we document the basic financial structure and dynamics for a panel of all 

non-bank corporations in the Russian Empire between 1899 and 1914. We find large differences 

across industries, over time, over firms’ life cycles, and between corporation types. Many of 

these patterns follow the predictions of standard corporate finance theory and reflect what we 

know about the process of development in the late Imperial Russian economy.35  For example, 

corporations that exited in the following period were significantly less profitable than companies 

that survived, and Russian firms’ profits and dividend payments followed the Russian business 

cycle. Furthermore, we examine the contemporaneous correlates of the reported profitability and 

property holdings of Imperial corporations. We find that Russian corporations’ profits and 

property holdings as portions of share capital are strongly correlated with the firm’s size in terms 

of share capital (and, effectively, to changes in equity), while showing a more complex 

relationship to external credit. We emphasize the caution with which these preliminary findings 

should be treated but are very excited about their potential as starting points for a series of deeper 

studies into the financing of Imperial Russian industrial development.   

 As such, this paper represents a middle stage in a larger project relating Imperial Russian 

corporations’ legal organization, governance, finance, and performance.  Our historical sources 

will eventually allow us to form a remarkably comprehensive picture of each non-financial 
                                                
35 Future iterations of this paper and subsequent ones will be much more explicit about the connections between our 
methods and findings and those in the historical and modern corporate finance literatures.  
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corporation that was active in the formative stages of industrial development in Imperial Russia. 

In the project’s next stages, we will match the balance sheets to Gregg’s (2016) panel of Russian 

manufacturing establishments, to securities’ prices from the St. Petersburg stock exchange, and, 

eventually, to extensive and specific information from corporate charters and charter 

amendments. The resulting dataset will provide a unique opportunity to understand the 

interaction of legal institutions and financial markets during industrialization’s early stages.  
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Tables 
 
Table 1: Numbers of Corporations by Accounting Year and Industry 
 
Panel A: Number of Observations and Unique Firms 
 Number 
Total Observations 19,773 
Unique Firms 2,868 
 
Panel B: Number of Corporations by Industry, 1896-1914 
Industry Number  Percentage Percentage of Total 

Share Capital 
Agriculture 78 0.39 0.12 
Animals 297 1.5 1.00 
Ceramics 873 4.42 2.56 
Chemicals 976 4.94 4.32 
Construction 12 0.06 0.03 
Food 3,551 17.96 9.17 
Metals 2,408 12.18 16.98 
Mining 2,248 11.37 19.58 
Miscellaneous 1,105 5.59 4.85 
Municipal Serv. 1,494 7.56 6.31 
Paper 722 3.65 1.72 
Textiles 3,509 17.75 20.97 
Trade 1,390 7.03 5.13 
Transportation 848 4.29 6.60 
Wood 262 1.33 0.64 
Total 19,773 100 100 
 
Panel C: Number of Corporations by Accounting Year, 1896-1914 
Accounting  Number Percentage  Accounting Number Percentage 
Year    Year   
1896 1 0.01  1906 1,261 6.38 
1897 7 0.04  1907 1,280 6.47 
1898 215 1.09  1908 1,370 6.93 
1899 946 4.78  1909 1,154 5.84 
1900 1,102 5.57  1910 1,454 7.35 
1901 1,190 6.02  1911 1,473 7.45 
1902 1,245 6.3  1912 1,590 8.04 
1903 1,256 6.35  1913 1,712 8.66 
1904 1,126 5.69  1914 1,113 5.63 
1905 278 1.41     

 
   Total 19,773 100 

Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915.
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Table 2: Accounting Years by Ministry of Finance Yearbook Publication Year 
 Accounting Year 

Pub 
Year 

1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 1901 1902 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 

1900 1 7 213 756 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1901 0 0 0 186 893 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1902 0 0 1 3 206 997 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1903 0 0 0 0 0 186 1037 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1904 0 0 0 0 0 1 200 1038 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1905 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 203 1104 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1906 0 0 0 1 3 4 5 10 12 253 1018 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1907 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 13 227 1037 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1909 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 4 8 8 226 847 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1910 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 11 508 837 0 0 0 0 0 
1911 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 8 298 879 0 0 0 0 
1912 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 5 17 564 885 0 0 0 
1913 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 2 9 579 947 0 0 
1914 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 7 626 1019 0 
1915 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 17 693 1113 
Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915 
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Table 3: Descriptive Statistics: Balance Sheet Entries, Scaled by Share Capital (Nonzero Values Only) 
Variable Number Mean Std. Dev Median Min Max 
Share Capital 19,773 1,699,351 3,170,692 800,000 237 242,000,000 
       
Property / 
Share Capital 19,607 1.44 12.42 1.05 0.0000086 1428.23 
       
Materials / 
Share Capital 17,929 0.69 6.64 0.43 0.0000005 696.19 
       
Debits / Share 
Capital 19,386 0.72 7.00 0.38 0.0000006 766.70 
       
Other / Share 
Capital 17,907 0.28 1.37 0.10 0.0000016 117.99 
       
Loss / Share 
Capital 15,440 0.21 7.45 0.05 0.0000092 922.69 
       
Reserves / 
Share Capital 12,951 0.44 2.74 0.24 0.0000010 288.34 
       
Amortization / 
Share Capital 9,119 0.28 1.71 0.03 0.0000005 59.60 
       
Other Capital / 
Share Capital 19,512 1.19 10.71 0.62 0.0000003 1103.54 
       
Creditors / 
Share Capital 11,059 0.23 5.79 0.04 0.0000008 600.00 
       
Other Passive / 
Share Capital 9,384 0.14 0.60 0.09 0.0000030 37.44 
       
Net Profit / 
Share Capital 11,292 0.11 0.94 0.07 0.0000150 90.04 
       
Dividend 
Amount / 
Share Capital 6,511 9.07 8.61 7.00 0.4000000 240.00 
       
Total Balance / 
Share Capital 17,345 3.19 25.78 2.20 0.0000041 2113.47 

Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915. Profit in 1910 is 
“Balance Profit”, and Profit after 1911 is “Profits for Distribution.” Russian balance sheets were divided 
into “active” and “passive” sections, which roughly correspond to assets and liabilities. Active columns 
included property, materials, debits, other items, and loss; passive columns included share capital, 
reserves, amortization, other capital, and creditors. 
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Table 4: Profit/Capital Ratios by Industry and Accounting Year 
 
Panel A: Profit/Capital Ratios by Industry 
Industry Number Mean Std. Dev Median Min Max 
Agriculture 75 0.05 0.05 0.04 0 0.24 
Animals 275 0.12 0.17 0.07 0 1.82 
Ceramics 814 0.08 0.11 0.05 0 0.80 
Chemicals 919 0.16 0.97 0.09 0 29.27 
Construction 12 0.10 0.06 0.08 0 0.23 
Food 3,288 0.16 0.23 0.12 0 6.40 
Metals 2,206 0.14 1.12 0.08 0 51.67 
Mining 1,849 0.23 3.91 0.05 0 161.78 
Miscellaneous 1,000 0.10 0.18 0.08 0 4.72 
Mun. Services 1,335 0.13 0.52 0.07 0 12.87 
Paper 662 0.13 0.54 0.08 0 13.26 
Textiles 3,360 0.14 0.15 0.11 0 2.88 
Trade 1,209 0.12 0.14 0.09 0 2.58 
Transportation 776 0.14 0.25 0.08 0 2.04 
Wood 236 0.09 0.11 0.07 0 0.65 
Total 18,016 0.15 1.35 0.09 0 161.78 

 
Panel B: Profit/Capital Ratios by Accounting Year 
Accounting Year Number Mean Std. Dev Median Min Max 
1899 946 0.12 0.15 0.09 0 1.71 
1900 1,102 0.17 1.19 0.08 0 29.27 
1901 1,190 0.11 0.16 0.07 0 2.81 
1902 1,245 0.11 0.16 0.06 0 2.99 
1903 1,254 0.10 0.15 0.07 0 1.82 
1904 1,123 0.10 0.17 0.06 0 2.98 
1905 276 0.11 0.27 0.05 0 3.27 
1906 1,257 0.10 0.29 0.05 0 6.62 
1907 1,266 0.09 0.12 0.06 0 1.42 
1908 1,210 0.09 0.14 0.06 0 2.58 
1909 874 0.19 1.31 0.09 0.0001210 37.44 
1910 1,226 0.21 1.49 0.13 0.0000600 51.67 
1911 1,235 0.33 4.63 0.14 0.0004753 161.78 
1912 1,261 0.17 0.40 0.13 0.0003158 13.26 
1913 1,365 0.16 0.15 0.13 0.0001270 1.93 
1914 963 0.15 0.16 0.11 0.0001707 2.49 
Total 18,016 0.15 1.35 0.09 0 161.78 

Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915. Profit in 1910 is 
“Balance Profit”, and Profit after 1911 is “Profits for Distribution.” 
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Table 5: Dividend/Profit Ratios by Industry and Accounting Year 
 
Panel A: Dividend Profit Ratios by Industry 
Industry Number Mean Std. Dev Median Min Max 
Agriculture 57 0.36 0.37 0.44 0 1.00 
Animals 235 0.55 1.35 0.48 0 20.29 
Ceramics 607 0.36 0.80 0.34 0 18.58 
Chemicals 828 1.26 24.45 0.39 0 702.78 
Construction 11 0.69 0.13 0.69 0.50 1.00 
Food 3,032 0.58 3.74 0.50 0 192.31 
Metals 1,847 0.67 12.11 0.40 0 520.00 
Mining 1,367 1.05 26.49 0.29 0 979.59 
Miscellaneous 872 0.47 0.88 0.47 0 21.63 
Municipal Serv. 1,173 0.59 3.91 0.51 0 132.22 
Paper 584 0.40 0.56 0.38 0 8.91 
Textiles 3,104 0.54 2.68 0.42 0 92.38 
Trade 1,153 0.53 0.39 0.59 0 5.61 
Transportation 632 1.01 9.82 0.34 0 191.30 
Wood 185 0.59 0.82 0.58 0 9.41 
Total 15,687 0.65 10.92 0.44 0 979.59 

 
Panel B: Dividend Profit Ratios by Accounting Year 
Accounting Year Number Mean Std. Dev Median Min Max 
1899 814 1.16 18.21 0.60 0 520.00 
1900 914 0.50 1.07 0.50 0 29.04 
1901 941 0.44 0.44 0.47 0 6.74 
1902 930 0.39 0.41 0.37 0 6.24 
1903 976 0.42 0.78 0.40 0 21.63 
1904 868 0.60 4.49 0.44 0 132.22 
1905 184 0.50 0.76 0.44 0 9.41 
1906 938 1.60 32.00 0.49 0 979.59 
1907 1,007 0.53 0.93 0.57 0 20.29 
1908 1,008 0.84 6.75 0.56 0 192.31 
1909 874 2.05 25.55 0.47 0 702.78 
1910 1,226 0.36 0.33 0.38 0 5.23 
1911 1,235 0.37 0.33 0.40 0 5.61 
1912 1,261 0.37 0.39 0.39 0 5.51 
1913 1,365 0.38 0.37 0.41 0 5.65 
1914 963 0.37 0.34 0.39 0 6.50 
Total 15,687 0.65 10.92 0.44 0 979.59 

Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915. Profit in 1910 is 
“Balance Profit”, and Profit after 1911 is “Profits for Distribution.” 
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Table 6: Regressions of Net Profit and Property 
Dependent Variable: Log Net Profit  Log Property  Log Dividend Profit Ratio 

 
OLS OLS F.E.  OLS OLS F.E.  OLS OLS FE 

 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) (6)  (7) (8) (9) 
                   
Log Share Capital 1.027*** 0.928*** 0.453***  1.091*** 0.907*** 0.531***  -0.00729 0.0360* 0.0437* 

 
(0.0306) (0.0245) (0.0342)  (0.0328) (0.0307) (0.0711)  (0.0128) (0.0214) (0.0241) 

Log Credit  0.108*** -0.00416   0.165*** 0.167***   -0.0336*** -0.00685 

 
 (0.0150) (0.0144)   (0.0208) (0.0119)   (0.00980) (0.00899) 

Constant -2.853*** -3.507*** 3.665***  -1.389*** -1.789*** 3.369***  -0.394** -0.267 -1.104*** 

 
(0.426) (0.346) (0.976)  (0.484) (0.310) (1.077)  (0.186) (0.222) (0.333) 

 
           

Observations 15,686 15,531 15,531  19,606 19,360 19,360  6,547 6,471 6,471 
R-squared 0.407 0.441 0.123  0.534 0.654 0.282  0.000 0.047 0.051 
Industry Controls NO YES N/A  NO YES N/A  NO YES N/A 
Year Controls NO YES YES  NO YES YES  NO YES YES 
No. of Unique Firms  N/A N/A  2,504   N/A N/A  2,825   N/A N/A  1,295 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915. Standard errors clustered 
by industry and year in parentheses. Regressions exclude firms with accounting years before 1897. 
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Table 7: Entry and Exit 
 
Panel A: Entry and Exit by Publication Year (1900 and 1915 Excluded for Consistency) 
Year Number 

Entering 
Percentage 
Entering (by 
Year) 

Number 
Exiting 

Percentage 
Exiting (by 
Year) 

1901 215 20.30 31 3.54 
1902 181 15.30 37 3.56 
1903 84 7.11 50 4.46 
1904 96 7.95 50 4.31 
1905 111 8.84 82 6.69 
1906 103 8.19 63 5.18 
1907 40 3.24 51 4.09 
1909 60 5.86 78 7.49 
1910 108 8.35 92 7.20 
1911 102 8.92 80 7.14 
1912 155 10.86 100 7.29 
1913 184 12.32 109 7.68 
1914 228 15.16 220 14.71 
  
 
Panel B: Regressions Comparing Entering, Exiting, and Persisting Firms 
Dependent Variable: Log Net Profit 

 
OLS OLS OLS OLS 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
          
Firm Entered This Period -0.557***  -0.327***  

 
(0.0740)  (0.0482)  

Firm Exited Next Period  -0.355***  -0.266*** 

 
 (0.109)  (0.0674) 

Log Share Capital   1.003*** 1.007*** 

 
  (0.0222) (0.0231) 

Constant 7.505*** 9.941*** -6.859*** -3.130*** 

 
(0.181) (0.171) (0.348) (0.324) 

 
    

Observations 12,961 12,338 12,961 12,338 
R-squared 0.083 0.078 0.425 0.421 
Industry Controls YES YES YES YES 
Year Controls YES YES YES YES 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Source: Ezhegodnik ministerstva finansov [Ministry of 
Finance Yearbook], 1900-1915. Net Profit is Profits for Distribution after 1910. 
Standard errors clustered by industry and year in parentheses. Regressions exclude 1900 
and 1915. An entering firm is one that appears for the first time in a given year. An 
exiting firm is one that will not appear next year. Regressions exclude firms with 
accounting years before 1897. 
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Table 8: Frequencies of Corporation 
 
Panel A: Frequency of Corporation Types by Industry 

  
Company Type 

 Industry 
 

Share Part. A-Corp. Total 

     Agriculture Frequency 49 29 78 

 
Row Percentage 62.82 37.18 100 

  
   

Animals Frequency 207 90 297 

 
Row Percentage 69.70 30.30 100 

  
   

Ceramics Frequency 416 457 873 

 
Row Percentage 47.65 52.35 100 

  
   

Chemicals Frequency 464 512 976 

 
Row Percentage 47.54 52.46 100 

  
   

Construction Frequency 6 6 12 

 
Row Percentage 50.00 50.00 100 

  
   

Food Frequency 2,545 1,006 3,551 

 
Row Percentage 71.67 28.33 100 

  
   

Metals Frequency 1,105 1,303 2,408 

 
Row Percentage 45.89 54.11 100 

  
   

Mining Frequency 1,106 1,142 2,248 

 
Row Percentage 49.20 50.80 100 

  
   

Miscellaneous Frequency 716 389 1,105 

 
Row Percentage 64.80 35.20 100 

  
   

Municipal Serv. Frequency 850 644 1,494 

 
Row Percentage 56.89 43.11 100 

  
   

Paper Frequency 435 287 722 

 
Row Percentage 60.25 39.75 100 

  
   

Textiles Frequency 2,715 794 3,509 

 
Row Percentage 77.37 22.63 100 
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Trade Frequency 1,051 339 1,390 

 
Row Percentage 75.61 24.39 100 

  
   

Transportation Frequency 426 422 848 

 
Row Percentage 50.24 49.76 100 

  
   

Wood Frequency 160 102 262 

 
Row Percentage 61.07 38.93 100 

  
   

Total Frequency 12,251 7,522 19,773 

 
Row Percentage 61.96 38.04 100 

 
 
Panel B: Entry and Exit 

 
 Company Type 

 Entering  Share Part. A-Corp. Total 

 
 

   0 Frequency 8,955 5,641 14,596 

 
Row Percentage 61.35 38.65 100 

 
    

1 Frequency 1,053 614 1,667 

 
Row Percentage 63.17 36.83 100 

 
    

Total Total 10,008 6,255 16,263 

 
    

 
 

 
   

  Company Type  
Exiting  Share Part. A-Corp. Total 
     
0 Frequency 8,955 5,641 14,596 
 Row Percentage 61.35 38.65 100 
     
1 Frequency 640 403 1,043 
 Row Percentage 61.36 38.64 100 
     
Total Total 9,595 6,044 15,639 
     

Source: Ministry of Finance Yearbooks, 1900-1915. An entering firm is one that appears for the first time 
in a given year. An exiting firm is one that will not appear next year. Tabulations for entry and exit 
exclude publication years 1900 and 1915. 
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Table 9: Regressions of Balance Sheet Items by Corporation Type 

Dep. Variable: 
Log Share 

Capital 
 Log 

Creditors 
 

Log Net Profit 

 
OLS  OLS  OLS OLS OLS 

 (1)  (2)  (3) (4) (5) 
Company is            
A-Corporation 0.131**  -0.154*  -0.000136 -0.0809 -0.0809 

 
(0.0606)  (0.0816)  (0.135) (0.0681) (0.0681) 

Log Share 
Capital 

 

 
0.963*** 

 

 
1.035*** 1.035*** 

  
 (0.0342)  

 
(0.0212) (0.0212) 

Constant 12.13***  -0.331  11.29*** -3.548*** -3.548*** 

 
(0.161)  (0.463)  (0.135) (0.338) (0.338) 

  
   

   Observations 19,772  19,511  15,686 15,686 15,686 
R-squared 0.118  0.388  0.000 0.436 0.436 
Industry Controls YES  YES  NO YES YES 
Year Controls YES  YES  NO YES YES 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 Standard errors clustered by industry and year in parentheses. 
Accounting years before 1897 are excluded from the regressions. 
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Figures 
 

Figure 1: The Russian Economy over Time 

Panel A: GDP per Capita 

 
Source: Maddison Project Database 
 
Panel B: Two Measures of Profit / Share Capital 

 
Source: Ministry of Finance Yearbooks, 1900-1915.  Net profits using Profits for Distribution 
after 1911 is our preferred measure of net profits in the paper, since its definition and role on the 
balance sheet is most similar to the measure of net profit reported in previous volumes. 
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Figure 2: Excerpts from Vestnik Finansov financial reports and Ministry of Finance 
Yearbook for Partnership of Martens and Daab, 1902.  
 

Panel A: Vestnik Finansov, Otcheti, 1902, p. 1143 
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Panel B: Ezhegodnik Ministerstva Finansov, 1902 
 

 
 

Panel C: Zoomed in row for Martens and Daab 
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Figure 3: Kernel Densities Comparing Entering, Exiting, and Persisting Corporations 
 
Entering vs. Persisting Exiting vs. Persisting 

  

  
  

  
 
Source: Ministry of Finance Yearbooks, 1900-1915. An entering firm is one that appears for the 
first time in a given year. An exiting firm is one that will not appear next year. The third row plots 
the residuals of a regression of Log Net Profit / Share Capital on industry and accounting year 
controls. Tabulations for entry and exit exclude publication years 1900 and 1915. 
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Figure 4: Kernel Density of Revenue Minus Expenditures (Total Profit Minus Total 
Loss), 1900 to 1909 Publication Years, Using the Inverse Hyperbolic Sine 
Transformation 

 
 

Source: Ministry of Finance Yearbooks, 1900-1909.  
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Table A1: Items on the Russian Balance Sheet, with Translations 
Left Hand Page  Right Hand Page 

Счет: Account (Total)  Пассив Passive (Liabilities) 
Прибылей Revenue  Основной капитал Share Capital 
Убытков Expenditures  Запасный капитал Capital Reserves 
   Аммортизация (sic) Amortization (and 

Depreciation) 
Актив Active (Assets)  Прочие капиталы Other Capital 

(Including Bonds) 
Имущество Property  Кредиторы Accounts Payable 
Товары и 
материалы 

Goods and Materials  Прочие статьи Other Items 

Дебиторы Accounts Receivable    
Прочие статьи Other Items  Прибыль Profit 
Убыток Loss  Общая Net Profit 
   Дивиденд: Сумма Dividend Sum 
   Дивиденд: % Dividend Percentage 
 


